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nhs constitution - assets.publishingrvice - 2 | the nhs constitution the nhs belongs to the people. it is
there to improve our health and wellbeing, supporting us to keep mentally and physically well, to get better
when we are ill and, when constitution of the world health organization1 - constitution of who 3 such
duties as may be assigned thereby to the organization and are consistent with its objective; (l) to promote
maternal and child health and welfare and to foster the abil- sample constitution - home - congregational
federation - sample constitution . article 1 . authority. the trust deed shall be abided by at all times and takes
precedence over the constitution. a full copy of the trust deed must be held in the church office for members
to inspect at any the constitution of the john lewis partnership - 4 5 foreword cont. the constitution also
addresses the role of the partnership in society, defining our responsibilities to customers, suppliers and to the
environment. political and constitutional reform committee - 1 political and constitutional reform
committee the uk constitution a summary, with options for reform march 2015 constitution of the republic
of south africa - justice home - constitution of the republic of south africa (manner of reference to the act,
previously “constitution of the republic of south africa, act 108 of 1996”, the constitution of the united
states - the constitution of the united states preamble we the people of the united states, in order to form a
more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote
the constitution and rules for women’s institutes - 3 4. in rule 3 “sustainable development” means
development which meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet constitution of the london borough of croydon - june 2017 constitution of the london
borough of croydon this version of the constitution was adopted by the council on 21 may 2012 and amended
in july and october 2012, january and july 2014, may 2015, the constitution - politicsresources - the
constitution chapter two territories of ghana 4. (1) the sovereign state of ghana is a unitary republic consisting
of those territories comprised in the regions which immediately before the coming constitution of the
islamic republic of iran - wipo - the constitution of the islamic republic of iran is a declaration of the social,
cultural, political, and economic foundations of the iranian society based on islamic principles and norms that
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